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AGS to Showcase Diverse, High-Performing New Products at NIGA 2017 

The Company Continues to “Play Harder, Play Smarter”   
  

LAS VEGAS, March 29, 2017 – In booth #1144 
at the National Indian Gaming Association’s (“NIGA”) 2017 Indian Gaming Tradeshow and 
Convention, AGS (“Company”) will invite Tribal Gaming leaders across the country to 
experience how it’s continued to play harder and play smarter to deliver inventive new 
products, on and off the casino floor, that drive 
performance for Tribal Gaming operators. During NIGA, the Company will showcase its award-
winning products Orion andBonus Spin™, along with its newest table game title Dai 
Bacc®, and will also unveil its latest interactive solution, SocialWLC™ (Social White-
Label Casino).  

“After a record 2016, AGS heads into NIGA poised to deliver on our commitment to, and 
leadership position in, the Tribal Gaming market,” said David Lopez, President and CEO of 
AGS. “NIGA continues to be one of AGS’ most important tradeshow events, and it’s 
critical we continuously provide our Tribal partners innovations that drive performance 
across thecasino floor. Between our ground-breaking new premium cabinet, our state-of-the-
art progressive table game technology, and our new customizable B2B social casino 
offerings, I’m confident we will exceed customers’ expectations again this year.” 

Headlining the Company’s slot products segment, Orion takes premium cabinet design to a 
new universe of performance, flexibility, and style. From its 42” LCD HD touchscreen portrait 
monitor to the stunning full-color LED lights that encircle it, Orion is fueled by a dynamic library 
of high-performing game content including Fu Nan Fu Nu™, River Dragons®, and Fire Wolf 
II®. Also on display will be the Company’s core cabinet, ICON™, showcasing an assortment of 
new games including three new high-limit titles developed by the creators of Colossal 
Diamonds® on Big Red™ – Premier Diamonds™, French Quarter 7’s®, and Super 10X Wild 
Gambler®. 

Within its table products segment, AGS will showcase its newest baccarat offering, Dai 
Bacc, which features three bonus bets with the possibility to hit at least 30-1 odds on every 
round. The game’s distinctive bonus bets offer a very high payout potential with the 
introduction of The Kill Bet™, which means players have an added advantage of winning even if 
the other two side bets lose. AGS will also demonstrate its single-deck card shuffler, Dex 
S™, designed for poker tables and hand-pitched or hand-dealt table games, as well as 
its exclusive Bonus Spin brand table game progressive technology and how it 
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easily connects to blackjack, Chase the Flush™, and Dai Bacc, as well as any other table 
game. Bonus Spin distinguishes AGS table games from others through a side-bet 
that offers players the chance to spin a virtual wheel for additional prizes. 

Finally, leading the interactive segment, AGS will debut its new social casino product designed 
for gaming operators, SocialWLC. This solution is a turn-key, free-to-play mobile app platform 
that blends a casino’s brand with AGS’ player-favorite games into an interactive casino 
experience players can take anywhere. 

Experience these new products and more when you “Play harder, Play smarter, Play AGS” at 
NIGA booth #1144 orwww.playags.com.  

### 

About AGS 

AGS LLC is a full-service designer and manufacturer of gaming products for the casino floor. The Company’s roots 
are in the Class II, Native American market, and it has expanded its offerings to include top-performing slot games 
for the Class III commercial marketplace as well as specialty table game products, B2B social casino products, and 
B2C social casino games. 
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Julia Boguslawski, Chief Marketing Officer, AGS 

702-724-1125 

jboguslawski@PlayAGS.com 
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